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I am interested in making environments, with the goal of creating a space for the 

viewer/audience to physically inhabit in a multi-sensory experience. I am passionate about 

facilitating experiences in my personal life and through art. I find it to be incredibly fulfilling to 

promote a positive social or self-reflective space in which individuals may take a step back from 

their everyday lives and allow space to connect to a comforting memory. In building this piece 

for my thesis I hope to create such an experience, allowing for a moment of rest, relaxation and 

reflection.  

Do you remember how it felt to build a blanket-fort? To create a place of solace; a 

magnificent intuitive structure dressed with your finest counterpane? To lay in the middle of it 

all with a good book, a notepad, a puzzle, or to spill your deepest darkest secrets, disregarding 

everything on the outside? These spontaneous architectural inventions of childhood; elaborate, 

intimate structures which celebrate simplicity and resourcefulness, decrease in fascination as we 

grow older. Our imaginations were infinite. In my work, I hope to re-instill, the curiosity and 

playful exploration of childhood, celebrating the wonders of the world around us.  

Our society of chaos, competition and injustice is based in a world which has neglected 

the importance of sharing time with neighbors and strangers. Providing the time to enjoy oneself 

as much as possible can serve as a method of rebellion, resisting the urge to feed into the anger 

and hate that is so pervasive. I speak from experience as the last 4 years have brought 

unimaginable change in my life. I transitioned from my hometown, where I was involved in the 
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community and more closely connected to the people around me. There, attention was focused 

around the care of the individual, with a slower paced/more relaxed learning environment, 

socially, personally and educationally. Once I moved to the city, living on my own for the first 

extended period of time, I experienced infinitely more in these four short years than I ever 

thought possible. For the first time I recognized the presence of my depression and anxiety, and 

saw myself becoming more cynical and distrustful. My own art practice turned into more of a 

chore than a privilege or passion, due to the institutional setting and the pressures of being asked 

to produce constant work.  

Providing the space for my soul and heart to reclaim my art has become increasingly 

difficult. Recognizing the magic that is present in the world has helped to reignite my passion for 

creating experiential art. Transforming the weight of a burden into something positive, is 

something to feel proud of. Through this project I hope to build an environment where others 

may be reminded of the same things, and are given an opportunity to have some moments of 

peace.  

To that end, there are two artists who have been particularly inspiring/influential in the 

recent year; Brian Andreas, and Jay DeFeo. Brian Andreas, writes short poems often 

accompanied by stylized, whimsical drawings that invite the reader to adopt the words to fit their 

own life and experiences. I feel intrinsically linked to the ideas and emotions that inform 

Andreas’ work; his ability to not only create succinct powerful stories but also to connect to a 

wide demographic of people. The short narratives can stand by themselves, but when paired with 

the beautiful, little energetic drawings, the page comes to life. Looking at his work has a physical 

and incredibly visceral effect. From my observation, he imbues his work with the idea that 
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‘magic’ is what we make of it, ‘magic’ can be 

experienced and appreciated through many aspects 

of our lives. Generally this is a theme I am 

influenced by in my personal life and it carries 

over into my artwork. The underlying themes of 

childhood, and whimsy appearing in Room For 

Thought are also apparent in Andreas’ work. His 

use of short prose, and fragmented thoughts as 

language allude to the disjointed and amusing 

thought processes of young children. The manner 

Soup Magic1        in which the text is written is also referential to a 

youthful touch. Within the physical space of my thesis project there is room for similar jumbled 

thoughts to come and go as the viewer is able to enjoy the environment. The directness of 

children’s words and artwork is something that is very influential to me, and is partially why I 

was drawn to Andreas’ compositions. The most important connection my work shares with 

Andreas’ is the practice of sharing a simple yet direct experience with another human.  

Jay DeFeo (1929 – 1989) is one of my greatest inspirations and role models; the ultimate 

embodiment of the artists passion for their craft. Inherently identified as a painter, DeFeo worked 

with a wide variety of materials and processes. Her most well-known work, one I was 

immediately drawn to, is The Rose, a monolithic beast of an artwork standing at 128 7/8 inches 

tall, 92 ¼ inches wide and eleven inches thick2. The Rose is defined as a marriage between 

 
1 Andreas, Brian. “Soup Magic Print.” Flying Edna, Flying Edna, flyingedna.com/products/soup-magic-print. 
2 “Jay DeFeo on the Making of The Rose,  1958-66.” The Jay DeFeo Foundation | Online Gallery - The Rose, 
http://jaydefeo.org/therose.html#img/therose12_full.jpg. 
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painting and sculpture. The piece was born in 1958, 

as simply an “idea that had a center to it.”3 DeFeo 

worked on the painting for eight years, adding and 

subtracting material, changing the form, coming to 

countless moments of completion. The original 

form of the piece was called Death-Rose, which 

was much smaller and asymmetrical. DeFeo 

transformed the canvas onto a larger one which 

then lived in the bay window area of her 

apartment.4 The Rose transformed through stages 

of more geometric forms, soft forms, bulbous forms 

and a combination of many others.5 The attention and           The Rose6 

care she put into The Rose is a large reason why I became so infatuated with her. Combined with 

her passion for anything and everything, she constantly pushed herself to explore new materials 

and processes.                                  

“She left open this room for spontaneity, for responding to her materials, for having sort 

of these moments of wonder within the process of making art. She felt everyone brought 

their own meaning to the piece and she wanted to leave it open and she wanted everyone 

 
3 “The Life and Work of Jay DeFeo.” The Jay DeFeo Foundation | Chronology, http://www.jaydefeo.org/chronology.html. 
4 “Jay DeFeo on the Making of The Rose,  1958-66.” The Jay DeFeo Foundation | Online Gallery - The Rose, 
www.jaydefeo.org/therose.html#img/therose3_full.jpg. 
5  “Jay DeFeo's The Rose: The Enormous Painting That...” Jay DeFeo's The Rose: The Enormous Painting That..., 
https://www.sfmoma.org/watch/jay-defeos-the-rose-the-enormous-painting-that-was-almost-alive/. 
6 “Jay DeFeo: A Retrospective.” Jay DeFeo: A Retrospective | Whitney Museum of American Art, 
whitney.org/Exhibitions/JayDeFeo. Image 4/19.   
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to have a unique experience with that work of art and not try and limit it or place too 

many parameters by giving it a definition or a meaning.”7 

The meticulous care put into each aspect of the piece offers a personal satisfaction and adds 

content and a subliminal enhancement for the viewer’s experience. When encountering a 

massive work like The Rose, when standing in front of it, there is an underlying emotion and 

feeling of the sublime.  

In the past, I have made a few works that share the themes of self-reflection, spatial 

awareness, and connection to others I am exploring in my thesis. I made an installation in 

February 2019 in which yards of finger knitting were strung up from the ceiling, woven together, 

and cascaded down in loops. Before entering the small, softly lit space, the viewer was instructed 

to answer one of three questions, write their answer on a small piece of paper and tie it up as 

small as they could. Upon entering the space, they had the opportunity to attach their answer to 

any of the hanging pieces of finger knitting. By instructing the viewer to write their greatest joy, 

fear, or stressor I hoped to incite a feeling of release and freedom, through embracing the act of 

letting go. All who participated in the installation were connected to each other through this 

finger knitted web. In the Fall of 2018 I created (IM)PERMANENT, an original poem in which 

the title informs the contents. This poem exists in fragments, as tattoos on the bodies of 28 

individuals who volunteered their trust and skin to me. In creating this piece I metaphorically and 

physically connect the volunteers to one another – many of whom have never met each other and 

possibly never will – sending the pieces of my poem out into the world. In Reflections in Six, 

from May 2019, two full length handmade mirrors had vinyl lettering affixed to the front and 

clear letters on the back. A resist was used before spraying mirror paint, revealing the text made 

 
7 BLOUIN ARTINFO. Jay DeFeo, Before and After The Rose, YouTube - BLOUIN ARTINFO, 14 Mar. 2013, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCOj9s4fs6s. 
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up of the voices of six friends. I asked each person a series of questions about events and people 

in their lives and any influences they may have had on their journeys. I then took pieces and 

parts of their responses and orchestrated a stream of consciousness, unifying their voices through 

my manipulation. The final piece endorses reflection of the self and awareness of those who 

surround us, and how we collectively share the same experiences and feelings. 

For the better part of this past school year, I began working on the earlier iterations of 

Room For Thought. Similar to The Rose it underwent varied stages of completion, all of which 

influenced the final product. I had a plastic plate left over from a catering event and it melted in a 

truly gorgeous way, creating dips and waves that reflected light and created spectacular shadows. 

I hand-bent steel poles which were suspended from the ceiling of my studio, and affixed the 

plates to the end of them. I made more branches and changed the orientation so they looked less 

like dried hanging flowers and took on a more active space in the room. I added smaller branches 

and put varied sizes of plates onto all of the branch endings. I bought colored light bulbs to 

experiment with changing the feeling of the space, making it more immersive and providing a 

larger transformation of the experience. I experimented with the addition of text, and even tried 

neon paint to trace the shadows of the steel on the walls, both proved very distracting from the 

simple beauty of the plates. I went through a few ideas of what the final installation could look 

like and I knew that I wanted to create my own free-standing structure to house the experience. 

The details of what this structure would inevitably look like has changed drastically from my 

initial thoughts. The circular shape was always a definite, but the idea has transformed from a 

rotating, hanging circle, to a still, octagonal shape, which provides necessary stability.  

Creating the patchwork exterior was one idea that stuck from the beginning, albeit with 

some minor changes in detail. Not only does it provide a visually interesting exterior, the 
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practice of quilting/patchwork holds its own cultural connotations, as well as highlighting my 

own personal history of sewing, and assemblage. Universally, quilted objects infer a feeling of 

comfort and familiarity. The patchwork is all made from found pieces of fabric, repurposed and 

reshaped to be a part of something new. The practice of recycling/repurposing materials has been 

a part of my work for as long as I can remember. I am enraptured with the depth of history an 

object may hold. Quilting has been around for ages. Out of necessity, people (almost exclusively 

women) would repurpose old blankets and textiles into patchwork quilts, when materials were 

scarce. As time went on and fabric became more accessible, the artistry of quilting emerged. 

Some designs are so revered they become family heirlooms, and are passed through generations.8 

In the same manner, the patchwork I am creating will have the history of each article of 

discarded clothing before coming into my possession. The lights provide a means for exploration 

within the space, as well as aesthetic pleasure for the viewer, as they observe how the shadows 

change, moving around the interior of the structure.  

There is something deeply satisfying about creating a mammoth piece of artwork from 

scrap.  By painstakingly orchestrating every aspect of this piece, I have every opportunity to 

create the ideal space to curate the viewers experience. My hope is that the multiple elements and 

meticulous attention to detail result in a richly immersive final product. In a time where solitude 

may feel like a burden, it is important to have the ability to find the space to exist comfortably. 

For those who may not have the means, Room For Thought would be the perfect place to find 

that solace. The main driving factor in this piece, and my work as a whole, is the satisfaction 

gleaned from the completion of each project as a result of passionate work. It is immensely 

rewarding to finish a work of art and watch as it grows into something more powerful than I ever 

 
8 “History of Quilts.” Quilting in America, www.quilting-in-america.com/History-of-Quilts.html. 
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could have imagined. It is important that I am able to reach people through the environments I 

create, emotionally, spiritually and physically. Sharing with them the excitement I find in the 

mechanics of the human psyche. Once the world recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic, I plan 

to complete Room For Thought and finally share it with the public.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


